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	Text1: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2: Ms. CooperArt Chronicle
	Text3: FIRST GRADE
	Text3a: We have been busy learning about line types/directions as well as artists who use line in their artwork such as Henri Matisse,  Vincent Van Gogh, and Georgia O' Keeffe.We plan to focus on still life and collage, incorporating line and pattern.
	Text4: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text4a: Second Grade: We have been investigating how to critically look at works of art using engaging questions. Currently, we are  identifying warm and cool colors, learning how to show mood in a work of art, understanding what landscapes are, and creating our very own landscapes showing a city scene. Third Grade: We are learning about contour line drawing through the lens of artists Paul Cezanne and Vincent Van Gogh. We are also discovering the importance of using our eyes to look at the lines of an object, rather than merely trying to draw the entire object. We are learning what a still life is and how overlapping is used to help create the illusion of depth in our artwork.
	Text5: FOURTH & FiFTH GRADES
	Text5a: Fourth Grade: We are discovering the meaning of analogous colors as we apply the final touches to our long awaited Navajo Pattern Design Projects! They are looking gorgeous. We are recreating an image of our neighborhood, by using a basic printmaking technique called line stamping.Fifth Grade: We are exploring landscapes, looking at works of art by Gustav Klimt.  We are exploring watercolor painting techniques such as applying washes and stippling as we create our forest paintings. 
	Text6: UPCOMING EVENTS
	Text6a: The online art museum, Artsonia.com for P.S. 174 showcases our students outstanding work. Please show your support and browse the site. Leave a comment or become a fan for a student.
	Text7: NOTES FROM THE TEACHER
	Text7a: Thank you to all who donated to my grant on Donorschoose.org! Please continue to show your support by visiting the website and contributing to the list of supplies needed.Ms. Cooper


